
Arrange the cubes in two rows
of four and then tape them in
pairs, as pictured.

1

Holding the eight cubes
steady, tip the formation onto
a long edge and connect the
center edge cubes as pictured.
Repeat on the other long
edge.

2

Holding the cubes steady, flip
the formation over so that the
tape applied in step one is
facedown on the table.
Connect the two edge cubes
as pictured.

3

Move your endless cube into
new configurations and
reinforce all the hinges you
created in steps 1-3 by
applying the remaining eight
pieces of tape to the reverse
sides of each hinge. Optional:
decorate all the cube faces
with duct tape, paint, or
sharpies.

4

Did you know?

Wombats are the only mammal with

cubic poop!
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8 cubes

duct tape, ripped or

cut into 16 pieces a

tad smaller than two

blocks long and one

block wide

Watch Ann'stutorial here:tinyurl.com/EndlessCubes

Make your own frompaper and tape!

Don't have wooden cubes?

Materials

Endless Cubes
Take & Make Kit

William Bell Scott "Rossetti’s Wombat

Seated in his Master’s Lap" (1871), Tate

Try these projects:

tinyurl.com/MakeZineDuctTapeLeftover duct tape?

Note: tape cut smaller than advised for demonstration

Make your ownfidget toy!



2020-2021 Teen Services

ImagineIF staff present cooking,
science, and art activities
tinyurl.com/ImagineIF-YT

Virtual Science
Tutorials

Activity kits for teens, available at all
ImagineIF locations while supplies last
imagineiflibraries.org/for-you/teens

Take & Make Kits

Stay comfy in your car. We'll deliver
library materials to your vehicle!
imagineiflibraries.org/curbside

Curbside Pickup

Books, movies, comics and more
selected just for you!
imagineiflibraries.org/shopper

Personal Shopper

Instantly read books and audiobooks,
watch films, and listen to music
hoopladigital.com

Digital Books

Sign up for a library card online and
gain instant access to digital services
like ebooks, art lessons, and more!
tinyurl.com/imagineifcard

Online Library Card

imagineiflibraries.org
Follow us for more fun!

Bigfork 406.837.6976 / Columbia Falls 406.892.5919 / Kalispell 406.758.5820


